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Background
(Last updated: 25 Nov 2019)

This document is http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/misc/consciousness-varieties.html (also available as PDF).

Talks at the Oxford Consciousness conference were recorded and the videos made available here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWgIDgfzRDp-PmQvMsYiNlq/videos.

My talk was on Tuesday morning 10th Sept. The video can be seen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0DTYh37U8uE

Part of the conference talk (starting around 5:15) summarised the theory, developed with Jackie Chappell, that genomes can be "Meta-Configured" Chappell/Sloman(2007), an idea that is still under development. A more detailed explanation of the Meta-Configured Genome (MCG) hypothesis, including a short video, with additional discussion of implications for cognitive science and philosophy of mind is available here (still work in progress): http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/movies/meta-config/

This document provides explanatory notes about the background to the theory presented in the conference video and the above document.

Branching evolved varieties of consciousness

The key idea of this document is that asking the question "What is consciousness?" while expecting a short answer is as misguided as "What is an animal?", which cannot be answered adequately without discussing forms of life on this planet and how animals are distinguished and can differ in many different ways, both from non-animal organisms (e.g. plants) and from other animals, e.g. fleas compared with elephants. Part of the answer to "What is an animal?" must include the evolution of varieties of animals of different sub-types. Similar remarks can be made about varieties of plants, varieties of insects, etc.

This is also true of consciousness for the same reason: consciousness also takes many forms produced over millions of years by evolution, and also during development of individuals as physical size, shape, needs, and capabilities change -- as discussed in more detail below, where I'll talk about branching forms of biological consciousness, criticising theories of consciousness that build on simplistic fashionable definitions or slogans (e.g. "what it is like, or feels like to ..." Nagel (1974), ignoring the great variety of types and functions of consciousness in different products of
biological evolution and at different stages of development within individual conscious organisms.

I am not making an original point. One of the invited speakers at the Oxford conference, Adrian Kent, mentioned an important article by William James (1879) that I had not previously encountered. William James expressed an understanding of the need for the kind of analysis of consciousness summarised here that is either present or absent in an organism (or machine). In that article, James presents consciousness not as some unique, simply defined, phenomenon, but rather as a variety of products of biological evolution, changing and growing in complexity as a result of evolution -- to which we should add: and also as a result of individual development. A six year old child is capable of much richer and more varied forms of consciousness than a six month old child. There must also be differences between forms of consciousness in different species, partly because of different mechanisms used (e.g. vision vs sonar) but also because of the types of information acquired and different ways in which it is used. (A blind person is likely to use sound in richer ways than a sighted person -- perhaps sharing more with bat consciousness.)

In 1879 James could not have thought about varieties of information processing architectures based on combinations of increasingly sophisticated forms and functions of information processing produced by biological evolution, since many of the concepts now available for describing those functions did not exist at that time -- e.g. the notion of the meaning of a sentence or phrase being tree- or graph-structured. (I wonder whether James had read and been inspired by the reflections of Ada Lovelace (1842) on the powers of computation?)

Only since about 1965 (perhaps later) have we been able to think about virtual machines consisting of multiple virtual machines interacting with one another and the environment -- such as the world wide web, or the email system now used every day by millions of people, both running on a constantly changing interconnected network of physical machines linked to human individuals and organisations. Understanding of the complexities and diversity of mechanisms and functions of virtual machines has grown enormously in recent decades, mostly unnoticed by philosophers, psychologists and neuroscientists. (Ada Lovelace partly anticipated some of the features of virtual machines, however. For more details on powers of virtual machinery see http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/misc/vm-functionalism.html)

Background notes added Oct/Nov 2019:
The conference presentation and additional notes are related to a collection of publications and discussion notes related to my 1962 DPhil thesis defending Immanuel Kant’s philosophy of mathematics (which is widely, but mistakenly, believed to have been refuted by Einstein and Eddington), and various publications contributing to AI and its relations to philosophy and psychology, e.g. including explaining (in 1981) why intelligent robots will (inevitably) have emotions http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/81-95.html#36).

This was part of the Cognition and Affect (CogAff) project, begun at Sussex University in the 1980s, and extended at Birmingham University (UK) since 1991 http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/.

There are also some partly related Youtube videos on philosophy, AI, evolution, and the nature of mathematical consciousness: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYC-dSilAaYa6Mk1g6hBGUyqCwrIvyOWB
The Alan Turing centenary, 2012, triggered a new direction for the CogAff project, to include the new Turing-inspired Meta-Morphogenesis project summarised in http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/misc/meta-morphogenesis.html (also PDF).

This significantly extended the CogAff project to include a survey of evolution of forms of information processing since the simplest life forms.

Some of the ideas in my talk at the Models of Consciousness conference overlap with a presentation summarising *The Meta-Configured Genome* (MCG) hypothesis, developed with Jackie Chappell, available with additional comments here http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/movies/meta-config/

**Varieties of biological consciousness**

The key implication, which I did not have time to present adequately at the Oxford conference is that whereas many or most theories of mind assume that minds start up (at or shortly before birth) armed with some powerful form of learning machine which goes on acquiring (and reorganising) information throughout life, the MCG hypothesis proposes instead that biological evolution has provided, in humans and many other species, a collection of increasingly sophisticated and abstract (i.e. partly specified) forms of learning, that evolved at different times and which are encoded in the genome but not all activated at or soon after birth.

Instead, activation is staggered: the newer, more abstract evolved forms of learning are activated at later stages of development and what they do is not fully specified in the genome, but depends on parameters derived from what has been learnt during earlier stages of development (which is why I call these genetic mechanisms and competences "meta-configured").

What is learnt during early stages of development can vary widely between individuals in the same species, depending on geographical, physical, social, linguistic, technological, etc. features of the current environment -- partly a product of accumulated effects of genome expression in ancestors and other predecessors, who unwittingly or deliberately alter the learning environments of individuals born later with the same genome.

Therefore, what is derived when later stages of the genome are activated can vary even more widely. (For example, linguistic structures in a language, e.g. words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, stories, theories, etc. vary more widely as they become more complex, and are less likely to be used, so that beyond a certain size they are almost all unique -- for instance I am confident that this parenthetical comment has never been produced previously.)

One of the more obvious results of the MCG mechanism is that humans with (roughly) the same genome at birth can end up speaking languages that vary widely in their physical sounds, vocabulary, grammatical structures, semantic powers and communicative functions. Some communities even make use mostly of sign languages (which almost certainly first evolved before spoken languages, yet can have similar expressive power). The same "meta-configured" genetic mechanisms can account for huge variations in tool uses, tools, mathematical achievements, technology, tastes in food, science, culture, art, belief systems, etc.
Ancient mathematical discoveries
Aspects of the genome concerned with perceiving, understanding, creating, transforming and using spatial structures and processes, when combined with meta-cognitive abilities to reflect on one’s own reasoning, errors, corrections, etc. may have provided the foundation for the amazing ancient mathematical discoveries in geometry, topology and arithmetic begun thousands of years ago, long before the use of logical formalisms and explicit axiom systems.

(It is not widely appreciated that the number competences underlying arithmetic depend on a grasp of mathematical properties of the one-to-one correspondence relation between sets of items, especially the fact that the relation is both transitive and symmetric, which is what makes it possible to use number names as surrogates for elements of any collection of items. It seems that children do not grasp the properties of these structures before they are five or six years old, and any evidence that they have innate number competences, or number competences that develop much earlier is seriously mistaken: those earlier competences could be much simpler pattern recognition competences, for example.

Many of the deep ancient mathematical discoveries are still in constant use (e.g. Pythagoras’ theorem). As Kant noted, those mathematical discoveries are concerned with impossibilities and necessary consequences, which cannot be derived from statistical evidence and probabilistic reasoning by neural nets (however deep the nets are!).

In fact neural nets that derive probabilities from statistical evidence cannot even represent necessity or impossibility, let alone identify cases.

And since the formalisms and mechanisms of logic-based theorem proving had not yet been discovered when ancient geometrical discoveries were first made, and there’s no evidence that modern logical mechanisms existed in ancient brains, the ancient mathematics could not have been based on logic. Instead, logic is a special case of a more general class of structure-based forms of reasoning, that we seem to share with other intelligent species (e.g. squirrels, apes, elephants, crows, and others), though only humans seem to have the ability to notice what they are doing, reflect on it, generalise it, discuss it with conspecifics and teach younger individuals about it, so that later generations go further than their ancestors because their mathematical learning is accelerated. Current AI systems lack these kinds of functionality, and, as far as I know, psychologists and neuroscientists have no idea what brain mechanisms provide them. (E.g. could it be sub-neural chemistry?)

I don’t know of any theory of consciousness that takes proper account of the forms of consciousness involved in such ancient mathematical discoveries, but I suggest that any adequate theory of mathematical consciousness must explain the role of Meta-Configured genomes in production of such forms of consciousness.

BRANCHING EVOLVED FORMS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
A consequence of this is that instead of "What is consciousness?" having a single answer it will need a collection of answers of varying complexity describing and explaining the steadily increasing and varying forms of consciousness produced in different organisms -- including some evolving in parallel, with partly overlapping forms of consciousness, e.g. because consciousness of spatial structures and processes is so fundamental to the intelligence of many different species that interact with, move around in, and manipulate their spatial environment, though only humans seem to have developed reflective forms of meta-consciousness that not only allow individuals to debug
and improve their own modes of reasoning, but also allow them to think about the strengths and weaknesses of abilities in conspecifics (and others) and in some cases help to accelerate progress in others, both implicitly through provision of playthings, challenges and cooperative tasks, and explicitly by using linguistic and diagrammatic forms of communication that can hugely accelerate rates of progress in others, e.g. through explicit schooling -- though current educational fashions can seriously interfere with those ancient mechanisms.

Another corollary of the above view of evolution is that recent fashionable attempts to define consciousness using phrases similar to "What it’s like to be..." "What it feels like to be..." are shallow and seriously misguided, and divert attention from the richness and diversity of what needs to be explained, or modelled.

Instead of such simple slogans, we need a concept that accommodates the constantly branching (and sometimes merging -- e.g. through sexual reproduction) trajectories in evolution of forms of biological information processing forming the kind of tree or network shown in familiar diagrammatic tree-like summaries of the variety of products of biological evolution, but enhanced with further branching structures showing how, in more complex species the forms of consciousness instead of being fixed at birth can develop and change during the life of an individual, forming yet more trees or networks of possibilities growing out of branches in the standard depictions of evolution’s products -- e.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_life_(biology).

Evolved (parametrised) designs or mechanisms can be combined in novel ways through sexual reproduction or symbiotic relationships that merge different (partly overlapping) evolved designs. In such cases evolutionary, trees are extended to become evolutionary networks.

A common subgoal of much of this work is investigation of uses of information, varieties of forms of information, and varieties of information-processing mechanism produced, until recently, by biological evolution and and/or by individual or social development. Those processes have been enormously enhanced by rapidly growing uses of forms and mechanisms of information processing produced by human science and technology, especially since the 20th century.

The relevant concept of information here is not Shannon’s syntactic measure, but the much older concept of useful semantic information content well understood, for example, by the novelist Jane Austen writing over a century before Shannon, as explained here: http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/misc/austen-info.html (also PDF)

At the Oxford conference there was partial overlap between my presentation and parts of the presentation of Xerxes Arsiwallah https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ImBKHuORqq

**Note on required biological mechanisms**

The evolutionary and developmental processes sketched here and in related documents depend on physical/chemical features of DNA molecules and the mechanisms that make use of DNA during processes of reproduction, development, maintenance, and normal functioning of cells in organisms of many kinds. A grossly oversimplified, but possibly useful, introduction to some of that complexity can be found in: http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/research/projects/cogaff/misc/dna-uses.html

Evolution’s Uses of DNA (part of a discussion of genome replication/gene expression).
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